DIGITAL CURRENCIES & CRYPTO
Virtual currencies that are transacted and verified in a decentralised system

GLOBAL TRENDS, POLICIES AND REGULATIONS

4000+
cryptocurrencies globally

Crypto legal status

Legal
Restricted
Banned
Unclear

State of play

Cryptos considered virtual assets, that is an electronic means of payment for legal transactions.

Fast-growing market, yet regulations and legislations remain inconsistent and without clarity.

Government to consider The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill.

South Africa at the forefront of African regulatory framework, as many other countries lack regulation.

TOP FUNDED

MEXICO & BRAZIL

$370M+ Bitso

$37M+

$26M+ Hashdex

$24M+ cilpm

$20M+ Paytm

AFRICA

$50M+

$5M+ revix

$4.9M+ VALR

$3.6M+ quidax

$1.5M+ YellowCard

INDIA

$40.6M+ COINSWITCH KUBER

$19.4M+ CoinDCX

$7M+ UC

$1M+ Ulb zoobpay

$700k+ Chintmark